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Springer-Verlag New York Inc., United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Software Visualization: From Theory to Practice was
initially selected as a special volume for The Annals of Software Engineering (ANSE) Journal , which
has been discontinued. This special edited volume, is the first to discuss software visualization in the
perspective of software engineering. It is a collection of 14 chapters on software visualization,
covering the topics from theory to practical systems. The chapters are divided into four Parts: Visual
Formalisms, Human Factors, Architectural Visualization, and Visualization in Practice. They cover a
comprehensive range of software visualization topics, including *Visual programming theory and
techniques for rapid software prototyping and graph visualization, including distributed
programming; *Visual formalisms such as Flowchart, Event Graph, and Process Communication
Graph; *Graph-oriented distributed programming; *Program visualization for software
understanding, testing/debugging and maintenance; *Object-oriented re-design based on legacy
procedural software; *Cognitive models for designing software exploration tools; *Human
comprehensibility of visual modeling diagrams in UML; *UML extended with pattern compositions
for software reuse; *Visualization of software architecture and Web architecture for better
understanding; *Visual programming and program visualization for music synthesizers; *Drawing
diagrams nicely using clustering techniques for...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally exciting throgh reading time. I am pleased to let you know that this is the greatest publication
we have read through during my very own life and may be he best publication for possibly.
-- Mr . K a de Rippin-- Mr . K a de Rippin

Without doubt, this is the very best function by any writer. It typically will not charge too much. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged
this pdf to discover.
-- Clem ent Sta nton-- Clem ent Sta nton
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